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ROHO QUADTRO SELECT
HIGH PROFILE version

ROHO CONTOUR SELECT
LOW PROFILE version

APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS

The HIGH PROFILE QUADTRO SELECT Cushion is most effective for users:

The CONTOUR SELECT Cushion
is most effective for users:

-

who demand a high level of skin protection
with asymmetrical postures
who require progressive positioning
who require a significant amount of postural support
with fair to poor balance
in tilt or recline systems
who have a diagnosis that will change over time

The LOW PROFILE QUADTRO SELECT Cushion is most effective for users:
-

- who are at moderate to high risk for
skin breakdown
- with symmetrical postures, or
minimally asymmetrical postures
- who require a significant amount of
postural support
- with fair to poor seated balance
- who have conditions that will change
over time

who require a moderate amount of postural support
with symmetrical postures, or minimally asymmetrical postures
who are at risk of skin breakdown
who require lower seat-to-floor height

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

INCLUDES: QUADTRO SELECT HIGH PROFILE or LOW PROFILE Cushion, two-way stretch cover,
hand inflation pump, repair kit, and operating instructions.
CONSTRUCTIONS: Flame resistant, Neoprene Rubber
SIZES: Wide range to fit chair widths 12” to 24”/30 cm to 61 cm on the HIGH PROFILE,
12” to 20”/30 cm to 51 cm on the LOW PROFILE.
Cell height is 4” on the HIGH PROFILE, 2.5” on the LOW PROFILE.
WEIGHT: Varies by size, approximately 3.78 lbs./ 1.71 kg (based on size QS99C)
WARRANTY: 36-Month Limited Warranty
MEDICARE HCPCS BILLING CODE: K0736/K0737
- Adjustable skin protection and positioning wheelchair cushion.

INCLUDES: CONTOUR SELECT Cushion, two-way stretch cover,
hand inflation pump, repair kit, and operating instructions.
CONSTRUCTIONS: Flame resistant, Neoprene Rubber
SIZES: Wide range to fit chair widths 15” to 20”/ 38 cm to 51 cm,
WEIGHT: Varies by size, approximately 3.6 lbs./ 1.6kg
(based on size CS99C)
WARRANTY: 36-Month Limited Warranty
MEDICARE HCPCS BILLING CODE: K0736
- Adjustable skin protection and positioning wheelchair cushion.

ADJUSTABLE: Fits specific seating needs and unique body types.
LIGHTWEIGHT: Easy to handle and carry.
WASHABLE: Cushion can be easily cleaned with soap and water. Cover is machine washable.
REPAIRABLE: Neoprene rubber cushion can be patched or repaired to extend use.
VENTILATED: Multiple air cells allow air circulation to reach the surface of the skin and provide a cooling environment.

We highly recommend distribution through a
certified rehab professional when ordering and
fitting ROHO Group products.
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A perfect position to match any activity.
Now you can adjust positions throughout the day, as your changing
activities demand—all while seated. Just push the ISOFLO control knob to
the open position and adjust to the desired sitting position. Then switch it back to
the closed position and this new posture is locked in for maximum comfort and function.

With the QUADTRO® SELECT HIGH PROFILE®, QUADTRO® SELECT
LOW PROFILE® and CONTOUR SELECT TM, you can now enjoy a choice
of seating cushions that meet your needs for an active lifestyle.

Stability is just a push away.
When open, the cushion is inflated through one air valve, adjusted
for your lowest bony prominence and positioned for your specific

SELECT Series Cushions set the standard in the industry for overall performance in wheelchair seating. With
the benefit of a customized fit through the simple push of a knob, the revolutionary ISOFLO® Memory Control®
offers shape fitting capabilities while you are seated, allowing quick and easy, on-demand adjustment to maximize
function. With the built-in stability and simplicity of a SELECT Series Cushion, no longer will you have to sacrifice

seating needs.
When closed, the ISOFLO Memory
Control Unit locks the cushion to your required
seat position.

maximum skin protection to get stability, positioning or convenience.
Color-coded control helps visually aid in the operation.

Superior skin protection has never felt better.
Built upon thirty years of cutting edge research and real-life experience, the
patented ROHO DRY FLOATATION® technology provides comfort and protection
by fitting, matching, and tracking your shape.
To experience how much better life is on a ROHO SELECT Series cushion, see
your certified rehab professional or visit us at www.therohogroup.com today!

QUADTRO® SELECT HIGH PROFILE®
Also available in LOW PROFILE

CONTOUR SELECT TM
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ROHO QUADTRO SELECT
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ROHO CONTOUR SELECT
LOW PROFILE version
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